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Abstract— As of late, there are numerous individuals who 

disregard wellbeing concerns particularly in their dietary 

patterns. This has made the quantity of ailments found in the 

public arena, particularly no communicable diseases (NCDs, 

for example, diabetes, hypertension, and Tumor definitely 

increment consistently. The quantity of patients having these 

infections, could be diminished by giving careful 

consideration to the sustenance that they eat and nourishment 

that they receive. The primary object is to enable clients to 

have better dietary patterns and a more beneficial way of life. 

This framework gives capacities to clients to keep their 

everyday individual wellbeing and nourishment records of 

sustenance admission. The clients can see an examination of 

sustenance and calories every day and whether it is sufficient 

or not. This application can give a review on sustenance 

calories and nourishment with the goal that they can eat 

shrewdly. At last, the improvement of this application would 

like to help a wide range of individuals so as to deal with their 

aggregate sustenance and calories taken for a more beneficial 

way of life and will specifically diminish the quantity of 

individuals who are getting maladies caused from a confusion 

of nourishment. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

These days, the greater part of individuals don't focus on 

sustenance that they eat because of an absence of time and 

obliviousness of wellbeing conditions. Nonetheless, human 

services particularly with sustenance subjects has a tendency 

to have an effect on a few gatherings of solid individuals in 

the public eye. Sustenance makes the body pick up 

nourishment and is fundamental to life. Sound sustenance is 

critical for the framework inside the body on the grounds that 

the nourishment decisions every day influence the wellbeing 

condition. Great nourishment is an essential some portion of 

driving a solid way of life. Notwithstanding solid 

nourishment, self-mind is another activity of people that can 

cause a sound way of life. Individuals can deal with 

themselves by utilizing the information of self-mind, which 

implies that they should figure out how to control, consider 

and selfinitiate the nourishment expended and calories 

consumed each day.Especially for patients, self-

administration is exceptionally vital and essential for them to 

dispose of their disease. 

II. RELATED WORK/ LITERATURE SURVEY 

In this world, for any sort of data, individuals rely upon web. 

They utilize web indexes like Google to seek data over web. 

The questions that are composed on the web must be precise 

which would give the applicable data identified with client's 

Health Care. Be that as it may, there is gigantic measure of 

data on the web as it's hard to get the applicable data 

effortlessly. In the event of ventures on right sustenance work 

out, individuals as a rule have their own inclinations. So there 

is requirement for simple to utilize system for sustenance and 

exercise proposal. Miss. Shreya B. Ahire, Mrs. Harmeet Kaur 

Khanuja proposed metaphysics based semantic structure 

Health Care suggestion framework which will give exact data 

in light of client’s prerequisites and imperatives. This system 

will utilize semantic web innovation to dissect client's 

inclinations and will construct a supported and wellbeing 

related utilize's profile and will utilize the profile to sort the 

related information so clients can make flavorful nourishment 

and exercise request. We will likewise utilize the Decision 

Tree calculation for recovering related data from the 

database. [1] 

A creative sustenance instruction demonstrate 

including various sustenance instruction procedures was 

planned and created, as an activity to initiate behavioral 

change towards sound weight control plans, to diminish 

dangers of non-transferable sicknesses. The model adopts an 

incremental strategy towards sustenance training using 

distinctive learning strategies and discerning impacts to 

change dietary conduct of assorted population.[2] 

Parisa Pouladzadeh, Shervin Shirmohammadia 

proposed a nourishment calorie and sustenance estimation 

framework that can help patients and dietitians to gauge and 

oversee day by day sustenance admission. Framework is 

based on nourishment picture handling and uses dietary 

actuality tables. As of late, there has been an expansion in the 

use of individual portable innovation, for example, cell 

phones or tablets, which clients convey with them basically 

constantly. By means of an extraordinary adjustment method, 

framework utilizes the implicit camera of such cell phones 

and records a photograph of the sustenance some time 

recently furthermore, in the wake of eating it to gauge the 

utilization of calorie and supplement parts. Results 

demonstrate that the exactness of our framework is adequate 

and it will extraordinarily enhance and encourage current 

manual calorie estimation methods.[3] 

Nanami Ryu, Yoshihiro Kawahawa, Tohruasami 

aims to demonstrates a technique of evaluating a clients 

regular vitality use utilizing a 3-axis accelerometer of a cell 

phone handset. They initially derive the clients pose in view 

of the increasing speed sensor reading and ascertain METS 

esteem, which is considered as a measure for assessing 

calorie utilization for day by day exercises.[4] 

Daily Calorie Manager is an application that is 

manufactured exceptionally for Android clients so as to deal 

with their day by day calorie consumption towards a more 

advantageous way of life. The primary reason in building this 

application was to help Malaysian Android clients in dealing 

with their everyday calorie consumption. This is to guarantee 

a more advantageous way of life and to diminish medical 

issues particularly diabetes issue. So as to construct this 

application, Rational Unified Process Model (RUP) that 

contains 4 stages; inception stage, elaboration stage, 

development stage and trnsition stage. This application can 

give a overview on nourishment calories contained in a large 

portion of Malaysian food with the goal that they can eat 

carefully. Likewise, they can check their calorie activities 

keeping in mind the end goal to burn out their overabundance 
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calories taken towards carrying on with a superior and more 

beneficial way of life. At last, the advancement of this 

application is would have liked to enable Malaysians with a 

specific end goal to deal with their day by day calorie taken 

for a healthy life and will specifically diminish the rate of 

getting unsafe illnesses that are caused by nourishment factor 

and undesirable lifestyle. [5] 

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE DESIGN 

 
Fig. 1: System Architecture 

A. Database Description 

1) Food - Nutrition Dataset 

It is the one of the data set use in our project. In this data set 

we will save the name of the foods and with respective their 

nutrition values. The use of the data set is when user will give 

input to the system, system will display nutrition values 

according to the user input. 

2) Nutrition - Food Dataset 

It is the second of the data set use in our project. In this data 

set we will save the nutrition values with respective their food 

names. The use of the data set is when user will give input as 

name of the nutrition to the system, system will display food 

list which contains the user wanted nutritions. 

3) Food - Replaced Food Dataset 

It is the Third of the data set use in our project.In this data set 

we will save the food names with their alternative names. The 

use of the data set is when user dont like any food then 

alternative food for the user needed nutrients can be display. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, our project means to present the possibility of 

self-care with healthy food by having an android application 

that assistance enhanced dietary pattern of individuals to be 

better. Calorie mapping framework assumes a part as an 

application that gives client highlights, for example, record 

calorie consumption, investigation of calories devoured and 

so forth. That implies, client could know his body estimation 

status, calories expended in every day, and figured out how 

to mindful or keep up with the result. All things considered, 

the framework could help diminish the quantity of patients 

who get the infections from dietary problem and change 

conduct of individuals to have a more advantageous dietary 

pattern. 
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